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Abstract
The goal of this article is to propose a new cognitive model that focuses on bottom-up
learning of explicit knowledge (i.e., the transformation of implicit knowledge into explicit
knowledge). This phenomenon has recently received much attention in empirical research that
was not accompanied by a corresponding work effort in cognitive modeling. The new model is
called TEnsor LEarning of CAusal STructure (TELECAST). In TELECAST, implicit processing
is modeled using an unsupervised connectionist network (the Joint Probability EXtractor: JPEX)
while explicit (causal) knowledge is implemented using a Bayesian belief network (which is
built online using JPEX). Every task is simultaneously processed explicitly and implicitly and
the results are integrated to provide the model output. Here, TELECAST is used to simulate a
causal inference task and two serial reaction time experiments.

Keywords: psychology, bottom-up learning, implicit learning, Hebbian learning, Bayesian
learning, connectionist network.
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1

Introduction
Many psychology theories assume that humans can learn and use more than one types of

knowledge (e.g., Anderson & Lebiere, 1998; Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998;
Sun, Slusarz, & Terry, 2005). In most cases, it is assumed that at least two different types of
processes exist, namely explicit and implicit (Sun, 2002). While many different characterizations
of this dichotomy have been proposed, explicit knowledge is usually thought to be easier to
access and verbalize than implicit knowledge (Sun, Merrill, & Peterson, 2001). This accessibility
difference is reflected by data collected in many different tasks, e.g., the serial reaction time task
(Curran & Keele, 1993; Jiminez, Vaquero, & Lupianez, 2006), the dynamic control task (Berry
& Broadbent, 1988; Stanley et al., 1989), artificial grammar learning (Mathews et al., 1989;
Reber, 1989), cue learning (Evans, Clibbens, Cattani, Harris, & Dennis, 2003), and many others.
In these tasks, there is generally a dissociation between verbal reports and performances: verbal
reports are often insufficient to explain task performance. One possible explanation for the
observed difference between the amount of implicit (skilled performance) and explicit (verbal
reports) knowledge is bottom-up learning (Sun et al., 2001, 2005).
Sun et al. (2001) first proposed the idea of bottom-up learning (i.e., the transformation of
implicit knowledge into explicit knowledge) and gathered much empirical evidence for it. In
many reviewed experiments, the task performance usually improved before the appearance of
explicit knowledge that could be verbalized. For instance, in dynamic control tasks, the
participants could not provide usable verbal knowledge until near the end of the experiment,
although their performance improved early in training (e.g., as shown by Stanley et al., 1989;
Sun et al., 2005). This phenomenon has also been demonstrated in artificial grammar learning
(Reber & Lewis, 1977). A more recent study of bottom-up learning used a more complex and
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realistic minefield navigation task (Sun et al., 2001) and found converging evidence. In all of
these tasks, implicit skills appeared earlier than explicit knowledge. This delay between implicit
and explicit knowledge suggests that implicit learning may trigger explicit learning, and that the
process may be described as delayed explication of implicit knowledge (Karmiloff-Smith, 1992).
Explicit knowledge appears to be “extracted” from implicit skills, thus supporting the existence
of bottom-up learning in at least some skill acquisition tasks. In addition, bottom-up learning of
explicit knowledge is consistent with Karmiloff-Smith’s (1992) re-description hypothesis in
developmental psychology. According to her theory, knowledge is initially data-driven and
implicit in young infants, only to be later re-described in a more general, representation-driven,
explicit format in older children.
The above results and theories in various areas of psychology suggest that bottom-up
learning deserves more attention from cognitive modelers. The purpose of the present paper is to
fill a gap in the modeling literature by proposing a model of bottom-up learning of explicit
knowledge. In addition, the proposed model aims at improving on previous modeling of implicit
learning. The next section presents the general framework underlying the new computational
model.
2

Theory and overview
The proposed theory relies on the following set of assumptions: (1) there are two types of

knowledge, implicit and explicit; (2) implicit and explicit processing occurs in parallel in most
tasks; (3) the model output usually results from integrating the outputs of explicit and implicit
processing; (4) explicit knowledge can be represented using causal relations and; (5) explicit
knowledge can be learned bottom-up. Furthermore, we propose that (6) implicit processing can
be modeled by the Joint Probability EXtractor (JPEX: Hélie, Proulx, & Lefebvre, 2006) and that
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(7) explicit processing can be modeled using a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN: Neapolitan,
2004). Finally, (8) the BBN representing the explicit knowledge can be learned online using a
Bayesian search algorithm (e.g., Heckerman, Meek, & Cooper, 1999). The theoretical
assumptions (1-5) are briefly discussed here, while the implementation assumptions (6-8) are
discussed in Section 3.
First, the present theory postulates the simultaneous presence of explicit and implicit
knowledge, residing in two distinct modules (Sun, 2002). Explicit knowledge is easier to access
and to verbalize. However, using explicit knowledge requires extensive attentional resources
(Curran & Keele, 1993; Sun et al., 2005). In contrast, implicit knowledge is relatively
inaccessible, harder to verbalize, and using implicit knowledge does not tap much attentional
resources (Hélie & Sun, 2010).
Second, each task is processed in parallel in both knowledge stores. One of the ways to
show the simultaneous involvement of explicit and implicit processing is to create a conflict
situation (Evans, 2007). This sometimes happens because, in some cases, implicit and explicit
processing can result in different inferences (Evans, 2007; Smith & DeCoster, 2000). For
instance, the similarity between the stimuli (implicit processing) has been shown to have a strong
effect on rule-based categorization (explicit processing), which can lead to a conflict that
suggests simultaneous implicit and explicit processing (Allen & Brooks, 1991; but see Lacroix,
Giguère, & Larochelle, 2005). Similar results have been found in a syllogistic reasoning task
(Evans, 2007).
Third, the results of explicit and implicit processing are integrated to output a decision (to
model knowledge interaction). Simultaneous processing of explicit and implicit knowledge often
leads to an output that is a combination of the results of explicit and implicit processing (Hélie &
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Sun, 2010; Sun et al., 2001, 2005). Such knowledge integration sometimes produces synergy,
which can lead to speeding up learning, improving performance, and facilitating transfer (Sun et
al., 2005).
Fourth, many types of knowledge have been explicitly expressed by humans in empirical
experiments (e.g., semantic, declarative, episodic, etc.). Among them, causal knowledge has
often been neglected. According to Sloman (2005), causal knowledge is one of the most natural
and intuitive types of knowledge. For one, human participants are better at decision-making
when the framing is causal. In addition, many paradoxes from uncertain reasoning can be better
understood within a causal framework. Moreover, induction seems to be guided by some form of
causal knowledge (Heit, 1998), because the similarity relations used to generalize arguments can
be understood as causal invariants (Tenenbaum & Griffith, 2001). Finally, science, which is
often seen as a normative form of knowledge acquisition, has been guided by the search for
causality throughout its history (Pearl, 2000). For all these reasons, explicit knowledge can be
represented using causal relations. (For other empirical arguments, see Sloman, 2005; for
philosophical and computational arguments, see Pearl, 2000.)
Fifth, explicit knowledge can be learned bottom-up using implicit knowledge. This idea
was initially proposed in Sun et al. (2001), and many empirical phenomena were reviewed. In
short, the participants’ ability to verbalize is often independent of their performance (Berry &
Broadbent, 1988), and performance typically improves earlier than explicit knowledge (Stanley
et al., 1989). Implicit knowledge sometimes appears easier to acquire than explicit knowledge,
and explicit knowledge seems to be “extracted” from implicit knowledge. Together, these
phenomena suggest the existence of bottom-up learning in the tasks addressed by the proposed
model.
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3

TEnsor LEarning of CAusal STructure (TELECAST)
This section introduces a new computational model based on the assumptions presented

in Section 2. The model is called TELECAST, and its general architecture is shown in Figure 1.
As seen, it is composed of two distinct modules each holding a specific type of knowledge,
namely explicit or implicit. As argued earlier, the main difference between these two types of
knowledge is accessibility. At the processing level, TELECAST’s processes possess two
particularities: First, both modules are involved in most tasks, and the results of their processing
are integrated to determine the model output. Second, TELECAST can learn some of its explicit
knowledge bottom-up using the information present in the implicit module. This re-description
of implicit knowledge into explicit knowledge (Karmiloff-Smith, 1992) is done using a
contingency table that implicitly encodes the associations between the stimuli (Hélie et al.,
2006). The following subsections formalize the inner workings of TELECAST’s modules, the
knowledge integration process, and the learning algorithms. The last subsection discusses the
synergy between the explicit and implicit modules.
Insert Figure 1 about here
3.1

Implicit processing
Implicit processing in TELECAST is modeled using a modified version of JPEX (Hélie

et al., 2006). The updated architecture is shown in Figure 2. As shown, JPEX is composed of
several receptive fields containing the input units. Each receptive field in JPEX is attached to a
separate output layer containing the output units. Together, a receptive field and its output layer
form a hard competitive network (Rumelhart & Zipser, 1986) augmented with a novelty detector
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of the vigilance type (Grossberg, 1976).1 Initially, only the receptive fields have to be set up; the
vigilance procedure is used to build the output layers and recruit new output units as needed
(more later).
Insert Figure 2 about here
In JPEX, all the perceptual information is first presented to the receptive fields using
distributed representations, and each output unit locally represents a concept (which summarizes
perceptual information) or an action (the output of TELECAST is located at this level). The main
innovation in JPEX is located at the output level: each output layer is connected to nearby output
layers, thus forming a serial bidirectional associative memory (Kosko, 1988). In other words, the
ith output layer is connected to output layers i – 1 and i + 1. This type of connectivity results in a
N-dimensional contingency table used to encodes the joint frequency distribution of the output
layers (when there are N receptive fields; Hélie et al., 2006).2
In TELECAST, the contingency table is a buffer memory that estimates the joint
frequency distribution of the stimuli in order to build the explicit knowledge. As such, it is
emptied every time the goal of the model changes (or the attention is diverted). Hence, the
contingency table can be used to model a participant’s goals by priming knowledge formation.
For instance, in a “Same”-“Different” task (e.g., Bamber, 1969), the model is searching for states
where two receptive fields are filled with identical stimuli. This search can be facilitated by
initializing positions corresponding to such output states with positive values. (Details on this

1

The number of input units (n) can vary across receptive fields. Likewise, the number of output
units (m) can be different in each output layer. It should be noted that m is not a free parameter, because
each receptive field automatically determines the number of output units needed to achieve a particular
task.
2

Mathematically, the N-dimensional contingency table is a tensor of rank N. However, other
properties of tensors are not used in the present model. As such, tensors are not discussed any further. The
interested reader is referred to Kay (1988) for an introduction to tensor algebra.
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form of priming are presented in Section 4.1.) It is worth noting that because the contingency
table is located in the implicit module, the estimation of the joint frequency distribution is not
“consciously” accessible and cannot be verbalized. However, the explicit knowledge built using
this information is accessible (i.e., the causal links and conditional probabilities forming the
BBN).
The competitive transmission between each receptive field and its output layer is linear
and uses the usual dot product:

y [i ] = W[i ]x [i ]

(1)

where y[i] is a vector representing the activation the ith output layer, x[i] is a vector representing
the activation in the ith receptive field, and W[i] is the weight matrix connecting the ith receptive
field with the ith output layer.
Once the activation is transmitted to the output layer, the maximally activated unit is
chosen as the winner, and its activation is compared to a predefined threshold (vigilance). If the
winner’s activation value is smaller than the threshold, the stimulus is not recognized and a new
output unit is recruited and chosen as the automatic winner:
%
'1,
"i = &
'
(0,

y[ i,k ] # $ x [ i] w[ i,k ]

(2)

Else

where y[i,k] is the winner’s activation in output layer i (a scalar), 0 ! ! ! 1is the vigilance
parameter, w[i,k] is!the weight vector linking the winner in the ith output layer with the ith
receptive field, x[i] is a vector representing the activation in the ith receptive field (as in Eq. 1),
||•|| is the Euclidean norm, and "i indicates to the learning rule if a new unit was recruited by
receptive field i ("i = 1 means that a new unit was recruited; "i = 0 means that no new unit was
recruited; see Eq. 6 below). Together, Eqs. 1 and 2 are used to implement the recognition
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process: they transform a distributed (perceptual) representation into a localist (conceptual)
representation.
It should be noted that y[i,k] in Eq. 2 is usually proportional to the correlation between the
receptive field activation vector and the weight vector connecting the winner to the receptive
field.3 Hence, the value assigned to the vigilance parameter (!) can be interpreted as the
minimum correlation between the activation vector in a receptive field and the existing
representations of the output units (i.e., the weight vectors) for the state of a receptive field to be
recognized. If "i = 0, x[i] is recognized by the winner. If "i = 1, x[i] is not recognized by the
winner, and a new output unit is recruited (and declared the winner).4
The above-described process is done in parallel in all the receptive fields (i.e., the
application of Eqs. 1 and 2). Once completed in each receptive field, the representation of each
winner is activated in the BBN (representing explicit knowledge), allowing the propagation of
uncertainty in the top-level.
3.2

Explicit processing
To adequately model the causal relations used to implement explicit knowledge, the

proposed model uses a BBN. In the past decade, the use of a BBN to model causal knowledge
has gained widespread recognition in artificial intelligence (Pearl, 2000) and psychology
(Gopnik & Glymour, 2006; Heit, 1998; Sloman, 2005; Steyvers, Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, &
Blum, 2003). For instance, BBNs have been used to model recognition (McClelland & Chappell,
1998; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997), learning (Kitzis, Kelley, Berg, Massaro, & Friedman, 1998),

3
4

When the Euclidean norms of w[i,k] and x[i] are equal, as it is often the case in TELECAST.

Because the transmission is linear (dot product), if x[i] is not recognized by the winner, it cannot
be recognized by any other output node.
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and knowledge integration (Movellan & McClelland, 2001). Using BBNs as psychological
models is also in line with the rational analysis of cognition (Anderson, 1990; Oaksford &
Chater, 1998) and modern research on uncertain reasoning (Cosmides & Tooby, 1996;
Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Kahneman & Frederick, 2002).
Informally, a BBN is a graph in which each node represents a variable and the absence of
an edge between two nodes denotes the conditional independence of the represented variables. In
the particular case of TELECAST, each node in the BBN redundantly encodes the output layer
of one of the receptive fields in JPEX. Furthermore, each state of a given node in the BBN
represents an output node in the corresponding output layer of JPEX (because only one output
node can be activated in each output layer at any moment; see Figure 3). Hence, the number of
nodes in the BBN corresponds to the number of output layers in JPEX, and the number of states
in each BBN node correspond to the number of output units in the corresponding JPEX output
layer. In TELECAST, if a BBN node has an outward edge pointing toward another BBN node,
the JPEX output layer represented by the former node is a direct cause of the JPEX output layer
represented by the latter node.5
Insert Figure 3 about here
In the BBN, the representations (nodes) are causally linked using edges representing
conditional probabilities. The edges are not restricted to connecting neighbor nodes, unlike the
connectivity pattern of the output layers in JPEX. These conditional probabilities are stored in a
table of parameters that defines a probability distribution (there is one table of parameters for
each node in the BBN). The probability distributions are used to assess the confidence in the
presence of the concepts represented by the nodes (i.e., each node represents several concepts;
5

This assumption is called the faithfulness condition (Neapolitan, 2004) and is assumed throughout
this paper.
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one for each of its possible states). One of the useful properties of a BBN is that uncertainty (i.e.,
confidence) can be propagated locally (pending some reasonable regularity conditions; see e.g.,
Neapolitan, 2004). In the simple cases included in the present article, Bayes theorem is sufficient
to propagate uncertainty (because we are only interested in the probability of the response, which
only has causes):
P(response \ causes) =

P(causes \ responses) " P(responses)
P(causes)

(3)

where response is the model response node in the BBN and causes can be one or several nodes
!
representing evidences used to predict the response. If TELECAST is to be used to model more
abstract or complex reasoning tasks, the fusion propagation algorithm can be directly used,
without any modification (for a pseudocode, see Neapolitan, 2004, pp. 146-148).
Following the propagation of uncertainty in the BBN, the posterior distribution of
uncertainty is sent back to the output layers of JPEX for knowledge integration. If the stimulus in
contact with a given receptive field was identified with certainty by the bottom level, knowledge
integration does not affect the outcome of the competition in the corresponding output layer.6
However, if no stimulus was presented in the receptive field (e.g., the receptive field / output
layer represent the response) or if the stimulus was not identified with certainty, knowledge
integration can change the outcome of the competition in JPEX’s output layer (and declare a new
winner).

6

of 0.

Because the output state of the stimulus has a probability of 1 and the remaining has a probability
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3.3

Knowledge integration
Both JPEX and the BBN receive an input that is processed in isolation in the proposed

model (parallel processing). Following this processing, the results of explicit and implicit
processing are integrated to produce the final output of the model. In TELECAST, knowledge
integration represents top-down expectation resulting from past co-occurrence of events
(Wilkinson & Shanks, 2004). When the information in one of TELECAST’s receptive fields is
identified, this information can be propagated through the explicit module (using the BBN) and
bias the activation in the output layers of the other receptive fields. Formally, knowledge
integration in TELECAST is described by:

y [ i,integrated ] = " [1+ # $ P(response \ causes)] y [ i]

(4)

where y[i, integrated] is the vector resulting from the integration of the results of implicit and explicit
processing, y[i] is the vector representing the result of implicit processing (Eq. 1),

!

P(response\causes) is the posterior distribution inferred in the top-level (following explicit
processing; e.g., Eq. 3)7, 0 < # ! 1 is an attentional parameter which can be used to model multitask settings8, and 0 ! $ ! 1 is a free parameter scaling the influence of explicit processing on the
final response.

7

Note that the BBN is used to compute the model response uncertainty in all the simulations
included herein. Hence, i is assumed to refer to the output layer of the receptive field representing the
model response. A more general notation of P(effect\causes) could be more appropriate in other
applications where the BBN is used to compute uncertainty in other nodes (i.e., when i does not refer to
the output layer of the receptive field representing the model response). This notational change would also
affect Eq. 3 if Bayes theorem is used to compute uncertainty.
8

Modeling multi-task setting is a complicated matter in its own right (Meyer & Kieras, 1997).
However, this is not the focus of the present model. Hence, it is simply assumed here that multi-tasking
reduces access to explicit knowledge, as done by many others in the past (e.g., Cleeremans, 1993; Keele,
Ivry, Mayr, Hazeltine, & Heuer, 2003; Sun et al., 2005).
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Note that Eq. 4 represents a very simple case of knowledge integration: if the posterior
probability of a node is p (in the BBN), the corresponding activation in JPEX’s output layer is
increased by a factor of p. This integration rule is reminiscent of the logical ‘AND’ operator (in
probability theory). Hence, if the results of explicit and implicit processing are pointing toward
the same response, the resulting interaction nonlinearly strengthens the candidate response.
Formal analysis and comparison to human data suggest that multiplication is an appropriate way
of integrating several sources of knowledge into a decision (Massaro & Friedman, 1990).
Following knowledge integration, the most active unit in JPEX’s output layer is chosen
as the winner, and its activation determines the reaction time of the model using a linear
transformation:

[

RTi = a " b # Max y [ i,integrated ]

]

(5)

where Max[y[i, integrated]] is the output unit responsible for the response, b " 0 is the effect of the
activation of the winning
unit on the reaction time (i.e., the slope), and a is the maximum
!
response time. Note that Eq. 5 is the simplest way to model a negative relation between the
model activation and its reaction time (Anderson, 1990) and provides a good account of human
data (Hélie & Sun, 2010). After the computation of RTi, the activation of the winning unit is set
to one and the remaining output units are shutdown.
3.4

Learning
In TELECAST, online learning takes place at three different levels: implicit competitive

weights, implicit associative learning, and explicit inference of the causal structure (including
parameter estimation). Hence, everything can be learned and the architecture of the model is
automatically built. Learning of the implicit competitive weights is described by:
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(

W[ i,t +1] = W[ i,t ] + (1" #i )$ y [ i,integrated] x [ i] " w[ i,t,k]

)

T

+ #i y [ i,integrated] x [Ti]

(6)

where 0 ! % ! 1 is a general learning parameter, w [i, t, k] is the weight vector of the winning unit

!

in the ith receptive field at time t (W[i, 0] = 0), and "i indicates if a new output unit was recruited
by receptive field i (Eq. 2). If a new unit was recruited by receptive field i, "i = 1 and only the
second part of the learning rule is applied. This learning algorithm is Hebbian and, because only
one unit can be activated at any moment in a given output layer, it initializes the weight vector of
the new output unit with the activation in the receptive field (without modifying the existing
weight vectors). When no new unit was recruited, "i = 0 and only the first part of the equation is
applied. This rule maximizes the overlap between the weight vector of the winning unit and the
stimuli that maximally activate it (Rumelhart & Zipser, 1986) while leaving the other weight
vectors untouched. Eq. 6 simultaneously implements the ‘one-shot’ representational shift
observed when a new object is encountered (Runger & Frensch, 2008; Sun, 2002) and the
gradual adjustment of already existing representations.
The second type of learning is the most important, because it is responsible for building
the contingency table (associative tensor) used to learn the explicit knowledge. This learning is
described by the following equation:
N

V[ t +1] = "V[ t ] + # y [ i,integrated ]
i=1

$& y 1,integrated y T2,integrated y 3,integrated ...y TN ,integrated , if N is even
[
] [
] [
]
[
]
yi = %
#
T
&' y [1,integrated ] y [ 2,integrated ] y [ 3,integrated ] ...y [ N ,integrated ] , else
i=1
N

(7)

where V[t] is the contingency table (associative tensor) at time t (V[0] = 0), y[i,integrated] is the output
vector
of the ith receptive field (Eq. 4), ! is a tensor product, and 0 ! $ ! 1 represents mnesic
!
efficiency. It is important to note that the parameter representing mnesic efficiency in Eq. 7 is the
same parameter that was used to quantify the influence of explicit knowledge in the model
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output (Eq. 4). Thus, $ is more precisely defined as the ‘explicitness’ parameter, because it
represents the model capacity to both build and use explicit knowledge. When modeling human
participants, this parameter should reflect a stable character trait that does not vary across tasks
(for a given participant).
Eq. 7 is a generalization of Hebbian learning and results in a tensor of rank N that can be
used as an N-dimensional multi-way contingency table. In the contingency table, each position
maintains a record of the number of times that this configuration of output units was
encountered, which allows for the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of a joint probability
of order N – 1.9 In each trial, the joint frequency distribution of the output layers contained in the
contingency table is used to perform explicit inference of the causal structure.
The third type of learning is used to build the BBN structure representing explicit
knowledge based on the contingency table (associative tensor) learned by JPEX (i.e., bottom-up
learning). TELECAST uses a Bayesian algorithm (Heckerman et al., 1999) to build a
multinomial Bayesian network. Specifically, a search algorithm wanders in the space of oriented
acyclic graphs to maximize the likelihood of the graph. Because the multinomial Bayesian
network is learned using relative frequencies (from the contingency table), the likelihood of the
graph G is a Dirichlet distribution (Neapolitan, 2004, p. 437):
N

scoreB (V,G) = " scoreB (V, X i ,PA)
i=1
i
#($ /(qmi ) + s jk )
#($ /q)
scoreB (V, X i ,PA) = "
"
#($ /(qmi ))
j=1 #($ /q + s j ) k=1

q

m

(8)

!9 When $ = 1. For $ < 1, recent events are overrepresented in the estimation of the distribution.
Also, lower-order joint probabilities (as well as marginal probabilities) can be obtained by collapsing the
contingency table using summations.
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where N is the number of nodes in graph G (representing the explicit knowledge), V is the
contingency table (Eq. 7), Xi is a node in G (representing output layer yi), q is the number of
different states that Xi’s parent nodes can take in graph G, mi is the number of possible states of
Xi (i.e., the number of output units in yi), sj is the number of observations where Xi’s parent
nodes are in state j (from the contingency table), sjk is the number of observations where Xi’s
parent nodes are in state j and Xi is in state k (also from the contingency table), and & > 0 is a
free parameter representing the measure’s sensitivity to the data. Intuitively, & can be interpreted
as the number of observations prior to the simulation: it is distributed uniformly across all the
states of Xi and its parent nodes. Hence, if the value assigned to & is high compared to the
numbers stored in the contingency table, the contingency table has a limited impact on the
likelihood of G. Because learning is online in TELECAST (i.e., on every trial), the value of &
must be carefully assigned to avoid erratic behavior of the model at the beginning of training
(when very few observations have been stored in the contingency table).
Eq. 8 is maximized locally by using a greedy search algorithm (see Table 1), which is
complete in the space of oriented acyclic graphs. However, like all greedy search algorithms, this
inference process can get stuck in local maxima. This problem can be partly solved by providing
the algorithm with an order for the variables or by introducing noise (Neapolitan, 2004).
Insert Table 1 about here
Once the structure has been built, the BBN parameters can be directly estimated using the
contingency table. For each node, its stored frequency in the contingency table is factorized
using its parent nodes (by using summation on non-parent nodes) and normalized (which defines
a Dirichlet distribution; for details, see Neapolitan, 2004, Chap. 7). Alternatively, the BBN’s
parameters can be learned directly without using the information in the contingency table (using
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a backpropagation algorithm; e.g., Cohen, Bronstein, & Cozman, 2001). This latter learning
algorithm constitutes explicit learning of explicit knowledge (with or without feedback).
TELECAST’s algorithm for a single trial is shown in Table 2.
Insert Table 2 about here
3.5

Synergy between JPEX and a BBN
JPEX and the BBN interact synergistically in TELECAST to improve both its

representational and learning capabilities. First, using JPEX alone would not allow for the
representation of second-order sequences of behaviors (i.e., when the appropriate behavior
depends on more than one previous states), because the connectivity between the receptive field
output layers is serial. This can be accomplished in TELECAST because the BBN allows for a
more flexible connectivity (see Section 4.3). However, using the BBN alone would not allow for
the model to directly represent simple analogical signals or filter out noise. This is made possible
in TELECAST by the inclusion of JPEX, which includes a vigilance procedure (as shown in
Section 4).
Second, the synergistic use of JPEX and a BBN in TELECAST allows for every
representation in the model to be learned and self-organizing. Specifically, JPEX learns the
contingencies between several receptive fields, which might contain stimuli, responses, or
feedbacks. These contingencies are learned using a generalization of Hebbian learning (tensor
learning), which has already been established as a plausible biological explanation of learning
(McClelland, 2006; O’Reilly, 1998). Using the BBN alone would not allow for a process-based
(or algorithmic; Marr, 1982) explanation of this type of learning. In addition, the inclusion of the
BBN in TELECAST allows for a process-based explanation of how a causal representation of
explicit knowledge can be learned bottom-up (for details, see Section 4.1). Bottom-up learning of
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causal knowledge could not be achieved using JPEX alone. Hence, JPEX and the BBN interact
synergistically and both are required to achieve TELECAST’s performance.
4

Simulations
The objective of the present paper is to propose a cognitive model that provides a

computational explanation for bottom-up learning of explicit knowledge. TELECAST models
this process, but its capacity of reproducing human data remains to be assessed. In this section, a
causal inference task is simulated, and TELECAST’s performance is compared to the
performance of a model that has been specifically designed to explain these results (Steyvers et
al., 2003). This task was selected because it directly addresses the question of bottom-up learning
of a causal scheme. In addition to the causal learning task, two serial reaction time experiments
were simulated. In the first serial reaction time experiment (Curran & Keele, 1993),
manipulations were made to control the amount of explicit knowledge that can be used at any
moment and test the interaction between explicit and implicit processing. TELECAST’s
performance in this task was compared with the performances of the Dual Simple Recurrent
Network (Cleeremans, 1993) and a CLARION simulation (Sun et al., 2005). In the second serial
reaction time experiment (Wilkinson & Shanks, 2004), special care was taken in selecting a more
complex and well-balanced sequence (second-order conditional, including both a deterministic
and a stochastic component). This latter experiment was selected to show TELECAST’s learning
capacity and stability.
4.1

Bottom-up learning of explicit knowledge
The first simulation concerns the identification of causal structures (Steyvers et al., 2003;

Experiment 1). In this task, the participants had to discriminate between two statistically
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distinguishable causal structures, namely common cause and common effect. The stimuli were
shown three at a time using alien cartoon characters on a computer screen. Above each alien, a
trigram (its thoughts) was displayed. The number of possible trigrams was limited (m = 10), and
each alien had telepathic powers. In each trial, either one of the aliens used its telepathic power
on the other two (common cause), or one of the aliens was telepathically attacked by the other
two aliens simultaneously (common effect). When the aliens used their telepathic power on one
another, they both thought about the same trigram with probability ' = 0.80. If several telepathic
powers were effective simultaneously, the victim’s thought was randomly chosen among the
other two aliens’ thoughts. After completing a short pre-test to ensure that the participants
understood the connection between the graphs and the telepathic patterns, the participants were
trained for twenty blocks in the previously described task. At the beginning of each block, a
causal structure was randomly chosen and used to generate eight trials that were individually
shown to the participants. In each trial, the participants had to guess the causal structure used to
generate the block. Half the blocks were generated using common causes and the other half were
generated by common effects.
Post hoc analyses presented in Steyvers et al. (2003) clearly showed three different
clusters of participants: optimal Bayesian (n = 8), one-trial Bayesian (n = 18), and random (n =
21). All the Bayesian participants (both optimal and one-trial) were efficiently using the
information in the display on each trial. However, optimal Bayesians were the only participants
able to accumulate information across trials to improve their performance within a block (the
performance of one-trial Bayesians was good but stable within a block). Random participants
were unable to achieve the task. The performance of each type of participants is shown in Figure
4a. The left panel shows the proportion of correct responses averaged by trials (all blocks are
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merged), whereas the right panel shows the proportion of correct responses averaged by blocks
(all trials are merged). This latter plot can be used to separate Bayesian from random
participants, but the former is required to distinguish one-trial Bayesians from optimal
Bayesians.
Insert Figure 4 about here
4.1.1

Task modeling with TELECAST
The stimuli used to model this task are 10 analogical images representing the trigrams

(shown in Figure 5). Each trigram was digitalized with a 23 # 7 grid and coded using a bipolar
vector: {-1, 1}161. The use of these digital stimuli avoids the pitfalls of using feature-based
representations (Grossberg, 2003; Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998).
Insert Figure 5
4.1.1.1

Simulation setup
The simulation was made to closely resemble the empirical task (Steyvers et al., 2003). It

included twenty blocks (10 common causes and 10 common effects), each composed of eight
trials. Also, because the participants were given a pre-test to ensure that they (minimally) knew
what type of causal patterns to look for, the positions in the contingency table that represent the
informative patterns were initialized with the value 1 (for a list of these patterns, see Steyvers et
al., 2003); the rest of the contingency table was set to 0. This pre-insertion of memory traces
correspond to goal-related priming of the structure and improves the speed of the bottom-up
learning algorithm.
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In each trial, three trigrams were randomly selected using the chosen underlying causal
structure and presented simultaneously in three different receptive fields.10 Each stimulus was
transmitted through the competitive weights in the implicit memory to activate the output layers
(Eqs. 1 and 2), thus allowing their joint frequency distribution to be learned (Eq. 7). In each trial,
the model inferred a causal structure for the accumulated memory traces in the contingency table
using the algorithm detailed in Table 1. Because this simulation mimics a forced choice
experiment, TELECAST could only choose structures that represented common causes or
common effects, and the structure that maximized Eq. 8 was chosen. At the end of each block,
the contingency table was re-initialized.
The values assigned to TELECAST’s parameters are shown in Table 3. As seen, seven of
the nine parameters were fixed only by considering the task, whereas the other two were used to
model individual differences (i.e., there are two free parameters). The assigned values have not
been optimized, but were chosen in order to qualitatively reflect the patterns of results found in
the human data. It should be noted that parameters a and b were not used in this simulation
because the response times have not been measured in the empirical experiment.
Insert Table 3 about here
4.1.1.2

Simulation results
After training, each trigram was represented uniquely by a different node in each output

layer. TELECAST’s simulated data are plotted against Steyvers et al.’s data in Figure 4b. The
Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD) is 0.027 for the optimal Bayesians (full line), 0.036 for
the one-trial Bayesians (dotted line), and 0.029 for the random participants (dashed line).
Because a different simulation was run for each participant, the standard error of the simulated
10

Because each receptive field was filed in each trial, all the stimuli were identified with certainty
and there was no top-down processing in this task (i.e., knowledge integration).
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data can be computed (' = .05). Figure 4b suggests that TELECAST’s simulated data do not
significantly differ from the empirical data with the exception of one data point: the one-trial
Bayesian’ average for Blocks 1-7 (but see the previous simulation by Steyvers et al., 2003,
Section 4.1.2).
4.1.2

Previous modeling
Steyvers and his colleagues (2003) have proposed a simple yet elegant model to explain

the individual differences in this experiment. Their model involves two stages. First, the
participants computed the block-cumulated support for the common cause hypothesis in each
trial. Second, the support for the common cause hypothesis was inserted into a sigmoid function
and a structure was chosen randomly according to the resulting probabilities. Two free
parameters were use to model memory efficiency and the steepness of the decision function (i.e.,
randomness). This simple model allowed for a natural representation of the different types of
participants in the causal structure inference task. On the one hand, optimal Bayesian participants
had a good memory and a mostly deterministic decision function (i.e., they chose the most
probable structure). On the other hand, one-trial Bayesian participants also had a mostly
deterministic decision function but they had a poor memory. Hence, the model makes nearly
optimal decisions but does not use the information provided in previous trials. Random
participants did not use information from previous trials (i.e., bad memory) and had a mostly
random decision function.
The simulated data of Steyvers et al.’s model for each group are shown in Figure 4a (full
lines). As seen, the model provides a close fit to the empirical data, notwithstanding the
averaging method, using the same number of free parameters as TELECAST to account for the
group differences. Also, Steyvers et al.’s model has difficulty fitting the same data point as
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TELECAST. However, it is difficult to compare the fit error of the two models, because Steyvers
and his colleagues computed a trial-by-trial error, whereas TELECAST was fit to the averages.
4.1.3

Discussion
TELECAST’s fit to the data brings initial support for the bottom-up learning process. The

simulated data are similar to those resulting from Steyvers et al.’s (2003) model, even though
TELECAST was not specifically designed to model this task. While TELECAST has more
parameters than Steyvers et al.’s model, only two of these parameters were used to model the
differences of interest in this task: $ and &. The former represents the participant’s capacity to
learn and integrate the information across trials (i.e., “explicitness”) while the latter represent the
model’s sensitivity to the data. This is similar to Steyvers et al.’s randomness parameter, because
a model that is insensitive to the data can be thought as acting randomly. As a result,
TELECAST provides an explanation that is similar to Steyvers et al.’s model albeit at a different
level of analysis. In Marr’s (1982) terms, Steyvers et al.’s model provides a computational
explanation of the participant performances (what), while TELECAST provides an algorithmic
model of the data (how). For example, TELECAST provides an explanation for the learning of
the probabilities (i.e., tensor learning), which was absent in Steyvers et al.’s modeling.
Computational and algorithmic explanations are both necessary to fully understand human
performance (Marr, 1982). Hence, this simulation in a way complements previous attempts at
modeling the causal learning task.
4.2

Explicit and implicit processing in the serial reaction time task
The aim of the present simulation was to test the psychological plausibility of the

knowledge integration procedure included in TELECAST using a serial reaction time experiment
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that included a divided attention procedure to control the amount of explicit knowledge used
(Curran & Keele, 1993). The structure of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 6a. As seen, the
blocks were split into three different phases. In the Practice phase, the participants were doing
the serial reaction time task, but the positions were chosen randomly. In the second phase (Single
Task Learning), the participants continued to take part in the serial reaction time task, but the
positions of the crosses were now following a predetermined sequence (e.g., 1 – 2 – 3 – 2 – 4 –
3). It is well known that the reaction times of participants in such an experiment tend to decrease
with practice, even when the participants are not aware that there is a sequence (Cleeremans,
1997; Juminez et al., 2006). In the final phase (Dual Task), the participants simultaneously took
part in the serial reaction time task and a tone counting task (low pitch vs. high pitch). These
three phases are labeled and separated by dashed lines in Figure 6a. Also, the letter above each
block number indicates the type of stimulus sequence: R = Random, S = predetermined. Fortyfour participants were trained in this task: fourteen were told about the sequence and had to
memorize it before beginning the second phase (intentional), nineteen participants were not told
about the sequence but could write most of the sequence after training (the more aware group),
and the remaining were not told about the sequence and were unable to write the sequence (the
less aware group). Note that the more aware and less aware groups had identical training
conditions.
Insert Figure 6 about here
The reaction times of the correct responses are shown in Figure 6a (the error rate was
about 5%). Because the positions were random during the Practice phase, there was no sequence
to be learned and the reaction times were stable and identical for all the groups. In the Single
Task Learning phase, all groups improved their performance (faster reaction times), but the
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intentional group and the more aware group were faster because their knowledge of the sequence
was encoded both explicitly and implicitly; the less aware group had a more limited explicit
representation of the sequence. (In contrast, all the groups were assumed to have a similar
implicit representation of the sequence.) In the Dual Task phase, the difference between the
groups, which became apparent in the Single Task Learning phase, disappeared. According to
Curran & Keele (1993), performing two tasks simultaneously reduces available attentional
resources and the efficiency of explicit processing. All the preceding observations were
confirmed by separate Group # Block factorial ANOVAs in the Single Task Learning phase and
the Dual Task phase.
4.2.1

Task modeling with TELECAST
The stimuli used in this simulation were seven analogical signals coded using 217-

dimension vectors (see Figure 7). The four stimuli in the top row were used to model the serial
reaction time task and were digitalized using 31 # 7 grids: the resulting vectors were bipolar {-1,
1}217. The three bottom stimuli were used to simulate the tone counting task: the leftmost
represents the absence of signal (in the Practice and the Single Task Learning phases), the middle
stimulus represents low-pitched tones, and the rightmost high-pitched tones. The use of digital
versions of the analogical signals aimed at minimizing arbitrary choices affecting task
performance in stimulus representations. Low-pitched tones were generated by sampling the
following function at regular intervals [0, 120]:

l (t ) = Sin(600! t )

(9)

The high-pitched tones were generated in a similar manner, but using the following
equation instead:
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h(t ) = Sin(1800! t )

(10)

Three stimuli were presented simultaneously to TELECAST in three different receptive
fields: at time t, the first receptive field was in contact with the visual stimulus presented at time t
– 1, the second was in contact with the visual stimulus presented at time t, and the third was in
contact with the tone presented at time t. The choice of this architecture puts a conservative
upper bound on how much knowledge is used by humans in the serial reaction task. (For a
detailed presentation of the advantages related to this kind of modeling, see Cleeremans &
Dienes, 2008.)
Insert Figure 7 about here
4.2.1.1

Simulation setup
In this simulation, the stimulus in the first receptive field could be used to generate

anticipation about the stimulus present in the second (Eq. 4, if there is a causal link between the
BBN nodes representing the first two receptive fields). Also, the causal relations to be inferred
by TELECAST had to respect temporal constraints (i.e., a cause must precede its effect); the
algorithm in Table 1 was thus modified to obey this additional constraint. The model response in
each trial was the activation of the output layer attached to the second receptive field. The
response to the tone counting task at the end of each block in the Dual Task phase was
determined by the parameters defining the Dirichlet distribution associated to the BBN node
representing the output layer of the third receptive field.
As in the human experiment, the simulations were composed of twelve blocks of 120
trials (for a total of 1,440 trials). A different simulation was run for each human participant: 14
intentional, 19 more aware, and 11 less aware participants. After the Practice phase, the
simulations in the intentional group “received instructions”: an edge was added between the
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BBN nodes representing the first and second receptive fields. Also, because human participants
had one minute to study the sequence, and a trial lasted about 500 ms at this stage of learning
(see Figure 6a), the simulations received 20 additional expositions to the training sequence to
estimate the BBN parameters.11 Because the participants were not aware that there was a
sequence to look for, the contingency table could not be primed with memory traces prior to the
practice phase (as in the previous simulation); the contingency table was uniformly initialized
with ones.12 Also, the contingency table was only initialized at the beginning of each simulation,
because human participants were not informed when the sequence was changed (from predetermined to random and vice-versa). The difference between the groups was modeled using the
$ parameter, and the parameter setting is shown in Table 3. Only the values given to parameters a
and b were optimized; the remaining were chosen to qualitatively represent the pattern of results.
4.2.1.2

Simulation results
The value assigned to ! allowed TELECAST to recruit a different output unit for each

stimulus. Figure 8a shows the Bayesian structure learned by the intentional and the more aware
groups (and most participants in the less aware group; see Section 4.2.3 for details). As can be
seen, the first two receptive fields were not connected to the third, correctly reflecting that the
tone counting task was not related with the serial reaction time task.13 Also, the first two
receptive fields were connected in the more aware and intentional groups, thus representing their
11

Adding a link between the nodes represents noticing the sequence; learning the parameters
defines the sequence. The number of additional trials was chosen as follow: 1 minute of study = 60,000
ms, and 60,000 / 500 = 120 trials. Because there are six positions in the sequence, 120 / 6 = 20
presentations of the sequence.
12

Because all the positions were initialized with the same value, there was no priming. At the
implementation level, ones are preferred to zeros because the function to be maximized in the causal
inference algorithm (Eq. 8) uses the function ((x), which diverges near zero.
13

None of the simulated participants, notwithstanding group, erroneously inferred a causal link
between the tones and the visual stimuli (even in the less aware group).
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knowledge of the sequence. All the simulated participants in the intentional and more aware
groups correctly inferred the causal structure of the environment shown in Figure 8a.
Insert Figure 8 about here
As in the human data, only correct responses were considered (mean error rate = 6.73%).
The simulated data are shown in Figure 6b. The model simulated data are qualitatively similar to
the human data, and the RMSD is 31.4 ms. At the qualitative level, the more aware group is
almost identical to the intentional, except in block three: in the beginning of the Single Task
Learning phase, the intentional participants are better than the more aware participants, because
they already have explicit knowledge of the sequence. This is similar to the human data.
Following block three, the performance of the more aware and the intentional groups become
similar, because they are learning the sequence at the same pace. The improvement in the less
aware group was slower, bringing forward their lack of explicit knowledge about the sequence.
In the Dual Task phase, the efficiency of knowledge integration was diminished and the
performance of all the groups became similar.
Factorial Group # Block ANOVAs were performed in the second and third phases of the
experiment. In the Single Task Learning phase, the Group # Block interaction reached statistical
significance, which suggests a different decrease of performance in the random block (Block 7;
for details on the analysis, see Curren & Keele, 1993) for each group (F(2, 41) = 6.19, p < .01).
The amount of task knowledge was estimated at 114 ms for the intentional group, 114 ms for the
more aware group, and 50 ms for the less aware group. In the Dual Task phase, only the Block
factor had a significant effect on performance (F(1, 41) = 86.76, p < .01): the mean amount of
knowledge was estimated to be 50 ms. All these effects are similar to corresponding analyses of
human data (Curran & Keele, 1993).
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4.2.2

Previous modeling
An initial attempt at simulating Curran & Keele’s (1993) data was performed by

Cleeremans (1993) using the Dual Simple Recurrent Network. This model is a composite of two
simple recurrent networks that separately represent explicit and implicit knowledge. The
difference between the three conditions was modeled using a noise parameter. The fit to the data
was good: RMSD = 79.4 ms (Sun et al., 2005). However, the task’s details were coarsely
simulated, and several simplifications were made. Still, this simulation by Cleeremans can be
interpreted as pioneering work, bringing forward the importance of modeling knowledge
interaction in the serial reaction time experiment.
More recently, the CLARION cognitive architecture (Sun, 2002) has been used to
simulate this task (Sun et al., 2005). The CLARION model was composed of two feedforward
connectionist networks. The first network used distributed representations to model implicit
processing while the second used localist representations to model explicit processing. One of
the main features distinguishing CLARION models from other cognitive models is the inclusion
of bottom-up learning of explicit rules (Sun et al., 2001). Following Cleeremans’ initial effort,
Sun and his colleagues have mainly worked on improving the simulation of the task’s details. In
the CLARION simulation, the difference between the groups was modeled using different
thresholds for learning new explicit rules, thus controlling the amount of explicit knowledge. The
fit to the data was slightly better than Cleeremans’: RMSD = 73.1 ms (Sun et al., 2005; see
Figure 6c).
However, some simulation details were still missing. For instance, the reaction times
were a negative linear function of the error rates. This suggests that reaction times were the
direct consequence of a speed-accuracy trade-off (Luce, 1986). This assumption is highly
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controversial but, more importantly, it predicts error rates varying between 15% and 75%. This is
clearly different from the human data, which found an error rate of roughly 5%.
4.2.3

Discussion
The simulation of Curran and Keele’s (1993) serial reaction time experiment further

supports the adequacy of TELECAST as a psychological model. This experiment was modeled
with care, and all the qualitative and quantitative results present in the empirical data were also
present in TELECAST’s simulated data. The model’s fit to the data is better than previous
models’ (RMSD = 31.4 ms; reducing the error by half compared to previous fits). Also,
TELECAST is the first model to simultaneously account for reaction times and accuracy data in
Curran & Keele’s (1993) experiment. It should be noted that this improvement on the modeling
details of the experiment, and the fit, has been achieved with fewer parameters (9 in
TELECAST; 13 in the CLARION simulation). This suggests that TELECAST better constraints
the performance in the serial reaction time task than CLARION.14
It is also interesting to note that most of the simulated participants in the less aware group
noticed that there was a sequence (8 / 11 simulations had an edge between the BBN nodes
representing the first two receptive fields, as in Figure 8a). Hence, the poor performance of this
group was related to bad estimation of the parameters in the BBN, which over-represented recent
trials. Psychologically, this is equivalent to noticing a sequence but being unable to pinpoint it.
Hence, the quality of parameter estimation in the BBN was responsible for the group differences
in the simulation. Good estimation of the parameters allowed the intentional and more aware
groups to accurately predict the next stimulus position and respond faster than the less aware

14

This is expected because CLARION is a more complete cognitive architecture applicable to a
broader range of tasks (e.g., Hélie & Sun, 2010; Sun, 2002; Sun et al., 2001, 2005).
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group when the sequence coded by the BBN was present. This is because the BBN biased the
activation of the response nodes. Specifically, learning the BBN structure always increases
activation (and reduces reaction times), because the second coefficient in Eq. 4 is always larger
than 1 following the propagation of uncertainty in the BBN. However, only correct learning of
the parameter tables (conditional probabilities) ensures that the increased activation reaches the
correct JPEX output node. Hence, both explicit and implicit processing was essential for
TELECAST to reproduce the human results.
4.3

Stochastic sequence learning
While Curran and Keele’s (1993) serial reaction time task has been modeled numerous

times by proponents of dual process theories (e.g., Cleeremans, 1993; Sun et al., 2005), recent
research on sequence learning has been more critical (e.g., Shanks, Wilkinson, & Channon,
2003). In particular, issues were raised concerning the non-homogenous information content of
the sequence: some elements in the sequence are first-order conditional (e.g., position #1 is
always followed by position #2) while others are second-order conditional (e.g., position #3 is
sometimes followed by position #1 and sometimes by position #2; memory of an additional
element is required for accurate prediction). Recent research in sequence learning uses sequences
that are completely second-order conditional and balanced for location frequency, first-order
transition frequency, repetitions, reversal frequency, and rate of full coverage (e.g., Jimenez et
al., 2006; Shanks et al., 2003; Wilkinson & Shanks, 2004). To test if TELECAST is able to learn
better controlled sequences, Wilkinson and Shanks’ (2004) Experiment 1 was simulated. This
experiment includes well-controlled deterministic and stochastic second-order conditional
sequences. The experiment is described below.
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Wilkinson and Shanks (2004) asked participants to partake in a regular serial reaction
time task. The following sequences were used: 3-4-2-3-1-2-1-4-3-2-4-1 and 3-4-1-2-4-3-1-4-2-13-2. These two sequences fill all the above-mentioned control criteria, and the position of each
target can be deterministically inferred by knowing the previous two positions. 44 participants
were trained in 12 blocks of 100 trials with one of the two above-mentioned sequences (the
deterministic group). In a second condition (the stochastic group), one of the sequences was
chosen as the default sequence. On each trial, a target followed the default sequence with
probability 0.85. Otherwise, the target followed the other sequence (with probability 0.15).
Hence, on any given trial, the next target could only be predicted 85% of the times. 41
participants were trained in 12 blocks of 100 trials, and the default sequence was
counterbalanced. Hence, the deterministic and stochastic groups were identical in all aspects
except for the sequence used.
The results are shown in Figure 9a. As can be seen, the deterministic group improved
with practice (i.e., faster reaction times), as shown by a repeated measure ANOVA. A separate
analysis was performed on the reaction times of the stochastic group. In this second analysis,
reaction times from trials that followed the default sequence (probable) were separated from the
trials that did not follow the default sequence (improbable). As can be seen in Figure 9a,
probable trials were faster than improbable trials, and both types of stochastic trials were slower
than the deterministic group. Both probable and improbable trials became faster with training,
and the interaction between trial type and practice was also significant, indicating that the
difference between the trial types emerged only after the third block.
Insert Figure 9 about here
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4.3.1

Task modelling with TELECAST
Wilkinson and Shanks’ (2004) serial reaction time task was modeled the same way as

Curran and Keele’s (1993) serial reaction time task (without the tone counting task). Section
4.3.1.1 highlights the modeling differences.
4.3.1.1

Simulation setup
First, the same set of stimuli was used (see Figure 7, top line). However, a Gaussian noise

vector was added at each trial (µ = 0; ! = 1), so that no two stimuli were ever exactly the same.
This noise addition aimed at showing the stability of the TELECAST model (see Figure 9c for a
sample stimulus). Because the sequence was second-order conditional, three receptive fields
were used: at time t, the first receptive field was in contact with the stimulus from time t – 2, the
second receptive field was in contact with the stimulus from time t – 1, and the last receptive
field was in contact with the stimulus at time t. Recent findings by Runger and Frensch (2008)
suggests that human participants acquire complex explicit knowledge in sequence learning,
including second-order dependencies. The sequences used were the same as in the human
experiment, and a different simulation was run for each human participant. None of the
parameters were optimized, as the goal of this simulation was to simulate a general process that
could learn a well-balanced second order sequence with non-repeating stimuli (deterministic or
stochastic) and produce a result similar to human performance; not fit human data. The free
parameters were as shown in Table 3.
4.3.1.2

Simulation results
First, each receptive field in TELECAST recruited a separate output node for each

stimulus position. Hence, the receptive fields were effective in removing the noise from the
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stimuli, so that Steps 3-9 in Table 2 were not affected by the noise added to the stimuli.15 Figure
8b shows the Bayesian network learned by TELECAST in the simulation of Wilkinson & Shanks
(2004). As can be seen, the second-order relation is well represented by the causal links inferred
between the first two receptive fields and the last one. There is also a weaker link between the
first two receptive fields, showing that knowing about the stimulus at time t - 2 slightly reduces
uncertainty of the stimulus at time t – 1 (i.e., there are no repetitions, so one of the possibilities is
eliminated).
The simulation results are shown in Figure 9b. As can be seen, TELECAST was able to
learn deterministic and stochastic second-order conditional sequences with noisy stimuli. The
simulated results reproduced all the qualitative effects found in the human experiment
(Wilkinson & Shanks, 2004). For simulations in the deterministic group, the reaction times
became faster with practice (F(11, 473) = 4818.30, p < .01). The mean reaction time was 485 ms
in Block 1 and diminished to 424 ms in Block 12. An analysis was also performed on the
simulated stochastic data. As in the human data, probable trials were faster than improbable trials
(F(1, 40) = 17402.76, p < .01). Also, responses to both types of trials became faster with practice
(F(11, 440) = 1420.40, p < .01), as in the human data. Finally, the interaction between practice
and trial type was also significant (F(11, 440) = 633.19, p < .01). This interaction indicates that
the difference between probable and improbable trials became significant after the third block of
practice, as in the human data.

15

Step 6 of Table 2 is slightly affected, as the bottom-up transmission of the activation (Step 2) is
decreased by noise. Hence, the reaction time in Step 6 is slower. This can be compensated by adjusting
the a and b parameters (as shown in Table 3).
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4.3.2

Discussion
TELECAST was successful at learning a second-order sequence with noisy stimuli (both

stochastic and deterministic). More interestingly, TELECAST naturally reproduced the order of
difficulty found in the human experiment, i.e., deterministic < probable < improbable.
Comparing the BBNs learned in the two serial reaction time tasks is also informative (i.e., the
two panels in Figure 8). As can be seen, the first two receptive fields are strongly connected in
Figure 8a showing that, in most cases, the Curren & Keele (1993) sequence was first-order
conditional (i.e., knowing about the stimulus at time t – 1 completely defined the stimulus at time
t). Also, simulating the Curran and Keele sequence with an additional receptive field
representing time t – 2 did not add a new edge between time t – 2 and time t (unlike in the
simulation of Wilkinson & Shanks, 2004). In contrast, the first two receptive fields were only
weakly connected in Figure 8b, showing that not much is gained from uniquely knowing about
the stimulus at time t – 1 in the Wilkinson & Shanks (2004) sequence (because it is second-order
conditional). Hence, Bayesian networks seem to provide a natural framework to model the
explicit knowledge learned in the serial reaction time task and provide an accurate estimate of
the sequence complexity (or task difficulty).
5

Summary
The objective of the present research was to propose a new cognitive model (i.e.,

TELECAST) based on five leading principles: (1) there are two types of processes, implicit and
explicit; (2) implicit and explicit processing occur in parallel in most tasks; (3) the response
usually results from integrating the outputs of explicit and implicit processing; (4) explicit
knowledge can be learned bottom-up and; (5) explicit knowledge can be represented using causal
relations. Furthermore, we proposed that implicit processing could be modeled by JPEX (Hélie
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et al., 2006), that explicit processing could be modeled using a BBN (Neapolitan, 2004), and that
the BBN representing the explicit knowledge could be learned online using a Bayesian search
algorithm (e.g., Heckerman et al., 1999).
The psychological plausibility of TELECAST is supported by the locality of the
computations involved in its processing, the one-to-one mapping of each of its elements to
psychological processes, and the fit of its predictions in a causal inference task (Steyvers et al.,
2003) and two serial reaction time experiments (Curran & Keele, 1993; Wilkinson & Shanks,
2004). The performance of TELECAST provided a useful algorithmic explanation
complementing an existing computational model in the first task (Steyvers et al., 2003), and was
a better fit than competing models in the second task (Cleeremans, 1993; Sun et al., 2005). The
third task was mainly used to show the model’s stability and learning capabilities. These
simulations with TELECAST provided a difficulty continuum similar to humans in the serial
reaction time task (Wilkinson & Shanks, 2004). The BBN learned by TELECAST can also be
used to estimate sequence complexity in the serial reaction time task.
6

Comparison with CLARION
The closest existing model to TELECAST is CLARION (Sun, 2002). CLARION has

been used to model knowledge interaction and bottom-up learning of explicit rules in many
different tasks (e.g., Sun et al., 2001, 2005). CLARION uses a feature-based backpropagation
connectionist network to model implicit processing and a linear neural network to model explicit
processing. However, CLARION only partially explains the self-organization of implicit
knowledge: Implicit learning is usually feedback driven (by reinforcement learning: Watkins,
1989), and implicit knowledge is often feature-based in CLARION (with both input and output
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nodes in the bottom level being pre-inserted).16 In contrast, TELECAST provides a more
complete account of the self-organization of implicit knowledge with tensor learning (Eq. 7).
While the input nodes in the bottom level have to be pre-inserted in TELECAST, the output
layer is self-building and learning can be accomplished without feedback (feedback can also be
used in the bottom level; see Hélie et al., 2006). Also, the top-levels of TELECAST and
CLARION have different semantics and represent information differently (Bayesian network vs.
neural network; for a comparison, see Gopnik & Glymour, 2006). Hence, although the theory
underlying TELECAST is fully compatible with CLARION, the computational models differ on
crucial aspects.
7

Limitations and future work
At the theoretical level, the complexity of JPEX, which is used to model implicit

processing, might be an issue: it is exponential in the number of receptive fields. However, it is
unclear how serious this limitation is, because the number of events that humans can consider as
“simultaneously causally involved” is very limited (and remember that the contingency table is
only a buffer memory). Hence, the complexity of the contingency table in TELECAST in a way
represents limits on human working memory. Moreover, Smolensky and Legendre (2006) have
recently suggested techniques that allow the compression of the dimensionality of tensors (and
the contingency table in JPEX is a tensor). While the representations in compressed tensors are
not exact, the performance using such representations is gracefully degraded, thus allowing the
simulation of complex cognitive phenomena using low-dimensionality tensors. Future work
should be devoted to testing the performance of TELECAST with such a compression algorithm.
16

However, note that a newer implementation of CLARION has recently been proposed to address
these issues (Hélie & Sun, 2010). Still, this new implementation can only learn first-order relations when
feedback is not present.
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Another interesting possibility is the addition of feedback processing. The bottom-up
learning process described in Table 1 is a form of hypothesis testing, and adding a feedback
structure to TELECAST’s hypothesis-testing algorithm could be used to implement the
unexpected-event hypothesis (Runger & Frensch, 2008). According to Runger & Frensch, new
hypotheses are generated when unexpected errors are noticed. In TELECAST, the Bayesian
learning algorithm could be used only when the feedback to the model is negative or
unanticipated. Future work should be devoted to adding feedback and implementing ideas from
the unexpected-event hypothesis to assess their effects on TELECAST’s performance.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. General architecture of TELECAST.
Figure 2. Modified architecture of JPEX used to model implicit processing in TELECAST. The
filled circles are connections.
Figure 3. Correspondence between the BBN used to model explicit knowledge in TELECAST
and the output layers of JPEX (used to model implicit processing in TELECAST). The disks (full
lines) represent the output nodes in JPEX while the dashed lines represent the inhibitive
connections in the output layers of JPEX used to model the competition process (not shown in
Figure 2). The dotted ovals and arrows represent the nodes and edges in the BBN (respectively).
Figure 4. (a) Results from the lab participants in Steyvers et al.’s (2003) Experiment 1. The
inverted triangles represent optimal Bayesians, the upright triangles represent one-trial
Bayesians, and the circles represent the random participants. The full lines represent their model
data. (b) TELECAST’s simulation results in the causal inference task. The full line represents
optimal Bayesians, the dotted line represents one-trial Bayesians, and the dashed line represents
random participants. The symbols represent empirical data.
Figure 5. Stimuli used to simulate the causal inference task.
Figure 6. (a) Results from Curran and Keele’s (1993) Experiment 1. (b) Simulation results using
TELECAST. The dotted line represents the intentional group, the full line represents the more
aware group, and the dashed line represents the less aware group. (c) Simulation results using a
CLARION model (Sun et al., 2005).
Figure 7. Stimuli used to simulate the serial reaction time experiments.
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Figure 8. (a) Bayesian structure learned by TELECAST in the simulation of Curran & Keele
(1993). (b) Bayesian structure learned by TELECAST in the simulation of Wilkinson & Shanks
(2004). In both panels, the line thickness represents the connection strength.
Figure 9. (a) Results from Wilkinson and Shanks’ (2004) Experiment 1. (b) Simulation results
using TELECAST. (c) An example noisy stimulus used in the simulation. Here, the stimulus is in
the first position. In panels (a) and (b), the circles represent the deterministic group, the squares
represent probable trials, and the triangles represent improbable trials.

Table 1. Search algorithm used by TELECAST to build the explicit knowledge
structure

Do:
If a modification to the edge set representing the causal knowledge in the
explicit module (insertion, deletion, inversion) increases scoreB (Eq. 8)
without adding a cycle, include this modification into the edge set.
While a modification increases scoreB.
Note. If more than one modifications increase scoreB, choose the modification with
the highest impact on scoreB (i.e., greedy selection).

Table 2. TELECAST’s algorithm for a single trial

1. Activation of JPEX’s input layer by the environment;
2. Bottom-up transmission of the activation toward JPEX’s output layers (implicit
processing; Eqs. 1 and 2);
3. Activation of the Bayesian belief network;
4. Transmission of uncertainty in the BBN (explicit processing; e.g., Eq. 3);
5. Integration of the results of explicit and implicit processing (Eq. 4);
6. Response selection and computation of the reaction time (Eq. 5);
7. Competitive learning (in each receptive field; Eq. 6);
8. Tensor learning (in the output layers; Eq. 7);
9. Construction / modification of the BBN (bottom-up learning; see Table 1).

Table 3. Values assigned to the parameters in TELECAST
Steyvers et
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